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would greatly welcome intervention at Sofia and Belgrade
in favor of mediation to restrain the victorious Slavs—in
the war which Russia had helped to cause by her part in
the formation of the Balkan League.224 Three days later, in
spite of the fact that Poincare had already taken the initia-
tive in the direction desired by Russia, and without any
warning or prior consultation, Sazonov presented all the
Powers with a complete program for immediate interven-
tion : the maintenance of the Sultan in Constantinople with
a defense zone including Thrace and Adrianople; an autono-
mous Albania; compensations to Rumania for remaining
neutral; Serbian access to the Adriatic; and free transit for
Austrian goods through the new Serbian territory.225
Except for Serbian access to the Adriatic, this whole
program was in the nature of concessions to the Triple
Alliance. As compared with Constantinople, Sazonov cared
very slightly for "the little Slav sisters" or for the solidarity
of the Triple Entente. Without giving Poincare time to
recover from his astonishment at the proposed concessions,
Sazonov sent him the further startling news that if the
Bulgarians occupied Constantinople the whole Russian
Black Sea Fleet would "appear before the Turkish capi-
tal/' 226 The Russian Admiralty plans went further: "For
the protection of our Embassy and our interests in general,
it will naturally be necessary to land, and in order not to
weaken the navy crews, the despatch of some troop divisions
with machine guns is desired. . . . The occupation of the.
Bosphorus one would not extend very far, but it would then
be easier to remain there forever. If we have the Bosphorus
tight in hand, the troublesome Straits Question is already
half settled. If a favorable opportunity for such an advance
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